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ABSTRACT
We demonstrate that charge migration can be ‘engineered’ in arbitrary molecular systems if a sin-
gle localised orbital – that diabatically follows nuclear displacements – is ionised. Specifically, we
describe the use of natural bonding orbitals in Complete Active Space Configuration Interaction
(CASCI) calculations to formcationic stateswith localised charge, providing consistentlywell-defined
initial conditions across a zero point energy vibrational ensemble of molecular geometries. In
Ehrenfest dynamics simulations following localised ionisationofπ -electrons inmodel polyenes (hex-
atriene and decapentaene) and σ -electrons in glycine, oscillatory chargemigration can be observed
for several femtoseconds before dephasing. Including nuclear motion leads to slower dephasing
compared to fixed-geometry electron-only dynamics results. For future work, we discuss the possi-
bility of designing laser pulses thatwould lead to chargemigration that is experimentally observable,
based on the proposed diabatic orbital approach.
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I. Introduction
With the rapid development of ultrafast imaging tech-
niques, which are currently reaching time resolution of a
few attoseconds (10−18 s), tracking electron dynamics in
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atoms andmolecules becomes a realistic possibility [1–7].
Since any spectroscopic measurement involves interac-
tion of matter with a light beam, atoms and molecular
systems undergo energy transitions that, depending on
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the incident pulse frequency, may lead to changes in their
electronic structure. If a laser pulse possesses enough
energy, one or more electrons can be emitted, leaving the
bound energy states of a system. Pulses having a large
spectral bandwidth, such as in attosecond spectroscopy,
may populate several cationic eigenstates coherently,
forming an electronic wave packet, with the specific com-
position depending on the shape of the incident pulse.
The system thereby finds itself in a non-stationary state
that starts evolving with time. If for example photoioni-
sation of a molecule results in a linear superposition of
two states, each composed of two single-hole configura-
tions, time evolution of the corresponding wave packet
can result in a hole moving (‘beating’) between different
parts of the molecule. Such processes are called charge
migration. Since photoionisation is often an integral part
of spectroscopic measurements being either a result of
a probe or both probe and pump pulses, it is important
to understand the nature of charge migration for both
fundamental and the practical reasons. While in princi-
ple the just-ionised cationic system still interacts with the
outgoing electron, most electron dynamics computations
have ignored this interaction, except in small systems [8],
due to the difficulties in accurate description of the elec-
tronic continuum. Furthermore, in their recent paper,
Martin et al. have shown that such an interaction lasts less
than one femtosecond and has a negligible effect on the
charge migration following the inner-valence ionisation
in glycine [9].
In the recent literature, in attempts to model molec-
ular electronic dynamics in cationic systems, the initial
conditions have been mainly constructed from chemi-
cal intuition [10–23]. In those studies, the initial wave
packet was generally a superposition of two cationic
eigenstates, which resulted in a localised charge. This
localised charge then evolved in time because of the non-
stationary nature of the initial wave function. Such two-
state model calculations have revealed some fundamen-
tal principles of electron dynamics related to the nature
of the electron-nuclear coupling. Specifically, there are
two important properties of charge migration that have
been observed for different model molecular systems: (a)
charge migration is initially (for up to ∼10 fs) mostly
unaffected by classical nuclear motion [9,18] and (b) the
zero point energy (ZPE) distribution of nuclear geome-
tries (nuclear wave packet width) leads to a fast (usually
within 5 fs) decoherence of an averaged signal (shown by
both the semi-classical Ehrenfest [20–22] and fully quan-
tum dynamics calculations [23,24]). In the fully quantum
picture, quick decoherence is caused by dephasing of the
different nuclear wave packet components [23], with the
main contribution arising from the low-frequencymodes
[24]. In the semi-classical picture, since an electronic
wave packet oscillation frequency is inversely propor-
tional to the energy gap between the eigenstates involved,
sampling over an ensemble of ZPE geometries leads to
a broad distribution of oscillation frequencies even for
the most rigid systems with well-defined chromophores
[21], resulting in the several-femtosecond decoherence
rates of the averaged chargemigration signal. Still, several
full periods can be achieved depending on the molec-
ular structure, which should be enough to detect them
experimentally [22]. To the best of our knowledge, such
experimental evidence is however still missing, which
we attribute to the lack of directed design of excitation
pulses, a potential remedy for which we describe below.
The more general approach to electron dynamics fol-
lowing photoionisation involves the construction of an
initial electronic wave packet by deriving the electronic
eigenstate coefficients from an existing laser pulse shape
and from the electronic transition dipole moment matrix
elements [3,9,25]. Assuming a single fixed nuclear geom-
etry, let us write a time-dependent electronic wave packet
as
|(r, t)〉 =
∑
n
cn(t)e−iEnt|n(r)〉, (1)
where |n(r)〉 represents the electronic eigenstates with
the associated energies En. The expansion coefficients
cn(t) change during the excitation process but remain
constant afterwards. If we now assume a relatively low-
intensity pulse, the expansion coefficients cn at the end of
the pulse (t → ∞) can be expressed as [9,25,26]:
cn = −i〈n|μˆ|0〉(En), (2)
where (E) is the optical excitation pulse in the frequency
domain obtained from the experiment. Since the cor-
rect definition of |(r, t)〉 includes the outgoing electron,
an explicit treatment of the continuum is highly desir-
able in order to obtain accurate transition probabilities,
although approximations such as Dyson orbitals are also
employed. Such an approach is however quite limited in
its capabilities – it only allows one tomodel chargemigra-
tion initiated by the given pulse shape, which may result
in nearly no electron dynamics being observed and does
not provide any direct route to optimise the pulse [25].
The approach just outlined works both ways. The
pulse may be known from the experiment, and so the cn
can be used in theoretical simulations. Alternatively, we
may ‘design’ a superposition of states from simulations,
and then predict the laser pulse to be used experimen-
tally. In this paper, we suggest investigating this second
approach, where one first designs a superposition of
eigenstates that would lead to stable electron dynamics
from first principles and then reconstructs (at least in a
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crude way) the pulse that would result in the given super-
position of eigenstates and therefore in an experimen-
tally observable charge migration. Here we show how
one might design a coherent superposition built from
localised states, the first part of the approach outlined
above. Belowwe briefly illustrate how the coherent super-
position could in fact be used to predict a laser pulse.
In order to design a superposition of states that would
lead to observable electron dynamics, we need to be
mindful of the issue of the coupled nuclear dynamics.
As we have demonstrated in other work [19–21], it is
not the mean-field molecular geometry change that leads
to fast decoherence of electron dynamics, but rather the
spread of the nuclear wave packet (zero point motion) in
the neutral ground state (part of the initial conditions)
that causes the issue. If the initial electronic wave packet
is chosen to be constructed from the limited number of
eigenstates defined in terms of configurations built from
delocalised canonical orbitals, then the conditions across
the ZPE vibrational wave packet will not in general be
unique since the delocalised orbitals will change with
the displacement of nuclear geometry. This is particu-
larly true for inner-valence states such as ionisedσ -bonds
or π-orbitals in a polyene. In contrast, localised orbitals
are inherently diabatic and ‘move’ unchanged with the
geometry. Defining the initial electronic wave packet in
terms of configurations built from such localised orbitals
therefore leads to unique initial conditions across the zero
point nuclear vibrational wave packet.
To construct localised cationic states, we will use con-
figurations built from natural bonding orbitals (NBO)
[27]. NBO are computed as a transformation of the
canonical SCF or Kohn–Sham (KS) orbitals that leaves
the energy of the neutral ground state unchanged. The
occupied NBO represent isolated bonds and lone pairs.
The virtual NBO are in general ‘paired’ with the occu-
pied NBO to form localised anti-bonds. Other, more spe-
cialised approaches exist to construct diabatic orbitals,
such as the one described in the work of Xu et al. [28],
but we decided to use NBO due to the simplicity and
widespread usage of this localisationmethod.Wewill use
the term CASCI (Complete Active Space Configuration
Interaction) to denote a CI computation containing all
the possible cationic states that can arise from a set of n
NBO with m electrons (i.e. just the CI part of CASSCF
method). If the n NBO are chosen to include only the
orbitals doubly occupied in the neutral ground state (with
m = 2n − 1), and the NBO are built from SCF orbitals,
then the eigenstates are just equivalent to the usual Koop-
mans states [29], butwritten as a combination of localised
states. If the active space includes unoccupied NBO, then
one effectively includes polarisation effects in the wave
function.
Thus, initiating electron dynamics in a CASCI cal-
culation in the basis of a chosen subset of NBO, just
described, one can obtain an initial wave packet repre-
sentation in terms of the system eigenvectors and their
weights (cn coefficients in Equation (1)), assuming this
subset spans the space close to that of the eigenvectors.
One can then simply rewrite Equation (2) in order to
obtain an approximate ‘stick’ profile of a model laser
pulse:
(En) = cn−i〈n|μˆ|0〉 . (3)
Such a profile can in principle be fitted to a smooth
function representing a pulse shape that can be assumed
e.g. in the Gaussian form [26]:
(E) = 0e−α2(E−E0)2e−i(E). (4)
Here, α is a pulse parameter related to the spectral
bandwidth (and thus pulse duration) and (E) is pulse
phase. In this way, one can attempt to design a pulse
that would lead to a localised initial wave packet and
therefore an observable charge ‘beating’. One needs an
estimate for the transition amplitudes in Equation (3),
both threshold and to the continuum states, so an explicit
treatment of the continuum is required. The related lit-
erature especially concerning atomic calculations is vast,
but a brief overview of the methods used for molecules is
given in [30].
This article is structured as follows. In Section II we
describe computational methodology used in the current
work. In Sections IIIA and IIIB, we study the two test
cases: charge migration in π systems of hexatriene and
decapentaene and in the space of low-valence orbitals of
glycine. In all of these cases, diabatic orbitals are crucial
in order to obtain coherent electron dynamics.We expect
charge migration designed in this way to be experimen-
tally detectable, although it still decays over a range of
rather short lifetimes. The estimated dephasing half-lives
are shown to be 4.0 and 4.1 fs for hexatriene and decapen-
taene, respectively, and 1.7 fs for glycine. We further give
a detailed discussion of the nature of observed oscilla-
tions depending on the electronic wave packet compo-
sition and the effect that nuclear movement has on the
dephasing rate. Finally, in Section IV, we provide some
further discussion and conclusions.
II. Computational details
All quantum chemical calculations were performed with
a development version of Gaussian [31]. Initial reference
nuclear geometries were obtained by optimising neutral
species at the B3LYP/6-31G* level of theory. To mimic
the quantum distribution of the vibrational ground state,
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frequency calculations were performed at equilibrium
structures at the same level of theory, and 500 nuclear
geometries and velocities were sampled from theWigner
distribution in the harmonic approximation [32], using
the Newton-X program [33]. Single point energy calcu-
lations at the same level of theory were then performed
for each of the sampled geometries and the resulting KS
orbitals were used to generate the full set of NBO individ-
ually for each structure. CASCI calculations in the basis
of a chosen subset of occupied neutral NBO were then
performed for the cationic species (strictly speaking, we
were not doing pure CASCI calculations as the core and
virtual orbitals were optimised as described below, but
we use this name to emphasise that the active orbitals
were kept intact and only re-normalised during Ehrenfest
dynamics). The number of configuration state functions
(CSF) was equal to the number of active NBO and was
represented by the single-hole configurations only (we
will therefore adopt a notation NBO-CSF(i) in order to
indicate the CSF that has all the orbitals doubly occupied
with the exception of NBO-i being singly occupied). By
performing a CASCI calculation, one effectively obtains
an eigenstate decomposition in terms of the NBO basis
that can be written as a matrix (see Tables 1–3). Due to
Table 1. Hexatriene CASCI(5,3) eigenstate assignment and
decomposition in terms of basis NBO at equilibrium geometry.
Eigenstate NBO-1 NBO-2 NBO-3
CASCI
E, eV Assignment
OVGF
E, eV
1 0.7203 0.4905 −0.4905 0.00 3a’’ 0.00
2 0.0000 0.7071 0.7071 2.08 2a’’ 2.31
3 0.6937 −0.5093 0.5093 4.08 1a’’ 3.79
Notes: Rows represent the eigenstates, while columns contain contributions
from a given NBO (see also Figure 1). CASCI and OVGF energy diﬀerences
with respect to the 3a” ionisation energy are provided for comparison.
it being a unitary matrix (with rows being eigenstates
of a Hermitian operator), each column represents a sin-
gle NBO decomposition in terms of eigenstates and if
one defines the initial wave packet as a singly ionised
NBO, those columns provide the eigenstate coefficients
in Equation (2).
Correspondingly, in the time-dependent calculations,
the initial electronic wave packet was a superposition of
all CASCI eigenstates, weighted by the contributionmade
to them by a chosen single NBO-CSF(i). Such calcula-
tions, derivation and implementation details of which
have been described previously [17,34], were performed
both with and without nuclei moving. The propagation
was done in the basis of CSF generated within the chosen
active space, so was numerically complete and spanned
the whole configuration space.
The general method is as follows. By integrating
the time-dependent electronic Schrödinger equation and
discretising time, assuming a constant electronic Hamil-
tonian over a time step, one obtains:
(r, tn;R(tn)) = exp
(
− i

He(r;R(tn)) · (tn − tn−1)
)
× (r, tn−1;R(tn−1)). (5)
The time-dependent electronic wave function is
expanded in the basis of CSF. By gathering the expansion
coefficients at time tn in the vector A(tn):
A(t) =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
a1(t)
...
ak(t)
...
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ , (6)
Table 2. Decapentaene CASCI(9,5) eigenstate assignment and decomposition in terms of basis NBO at equilibrium geometry.
Eigenstate NBO-1 NBO-2 NBO-4 NBO-3 NBO-5 CASCIE, eV Assignment OVGFE, eV
1 0.5967 0.5015 −0.5015 −0.2655 0.2655 0.00 3au 0.00
2 0.0000 0.5163 0.5163 0.4832 0.4832 1.16 2bg 1.81
3 0.5666 −0.0290 0.0290 0.5819 −0.5819 2.62 2au 3.17
4 0.0000 −0.4832 −0.4832 0.5163 0.5163 4.02 1bg 4.20
5 0.5682 −0.4977 0.4977 −0.3014 0.3014 5.02 1au 4.80
Notes: Rows represent the eigenstates, while columns contain contributions from a given NBO (see also Figure 1). CASCI and OVGF energy diﬀerences with respect
to the 3au ionisation energy are provided for comparison.
Table 3. Glycine CASCI(15,8) eigenstate assignment and decomposition in terms of basis NBO at equilibrium geometry.
Eigenstate NBO-1 NBO-2 NBO-3 NBO-4 NBO-5 NBO-6 NBO-7 NBO-8 CASCIE, eV Assignment OVGFE, eV
1 −0.1752 0.0004 −0.0048 0.9451 −0.2064 −0.1748 0.0114 −0.0525 0.00 15a’ 0.00
2 0.1575 0.4141 0.2857 0.1464 0.7008 −0.2032 −0.4027 −0.0779 3.79 13a’ 3.64
3 −0.0161 0.3510 −0.3983 0.1231 0.4062 0.2362 0.6902 0.0746 7.02 11a’/12a’ 5.73
4 0.5381 −0.4815 0.0453 0.2593 0.2166 0.5035 −0.0965 0.3155 7.30 12a’/11a’ 6.13
5 −0.3125 0.4431 0.0530 0.0060 −0.1978 0.3574 −0.2821 0.6758 12.69 10a’ 9.17
6 −0.0687 0.2129 −0.0446 0.0518 −0.1165 0.6695 −0.2347 −0.6545 17.55 9a’ 12.23
7 0.5904 0.4260 0.4570 0.0133 −0.4059 −0.0262 0.3084 −0.0186 30.59 7a’
8 −0.4514 −0.2242 0.7376 −0.0056 0.1920 0.2053 0.3497 −0.0259 34.97 6a’
Notes: Rows represent the eigenstates, while columns contain contributions from a given NBO (see also Figure 9). CASCI and OVGF energy diﬀerences with respect
to the 15a’ ionisation energy are given for comparison.
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Equation (5) using matrix notation reads as
A(tn) = exp
(
− i

He(tn) · (tn − tn−1)
)
A(tn−1). (7)
Thus, in our current implementation, the CI vector
is being propagated in discretised steps, with the orbital
coefficients remaining constant. (We note that equations
of motion for orbital coefficients have been reported for
the time-dependent CASSCF method [35].)
The nuclear geometry can be updated, if wanted,
at each time step by integrating Newton’s equation of
motion that for the nuclei I reads:
dPI
dt
= −∇I〈(r, t)|He(r;R)|(r, t)〉r. (8)
We use the mean-field Ehrenfest (time-dependent)
potential expanded to second order in terms of CASSCF
energy, gradients and Hessian, computed analytically.
One can then choose one of the following options: opti-
mise molecular orbitals at each step, perform a sin-
gle quadratic step or leave orbitals intact, only allow-
ing for re-orthonormalisation with every change of
geometry. Here, we adopted the (arguably more cor-
rect) latter approach, only modified to allow for the
core-virtual orbital rotations and enabling the active
space NBO to follow the nuclear movements diabatically
(hence the CASCI name used here). Since neither active
orbitals nor expansion coefficients are optimised, we
need the full Almlöf and Taylor treatment [36]. Such an
approach became possible only recently, with the imple-
mentation of the corrected time-dependent Hessian,
obtained with the full solution of the coupled-perturbed
(CP-MCSCF) equations including all the necessary
terms. Details of this implementation will be reported
elsewhere.
In order to follow the evolution of the electronic
wave function (hole dynamics), we evaluate the time-
dependent spin density and partition it onto the atoms
using standard Mulliken population analysis [37]. We
make use of the spin density calculated in the basis
of S2 functions recently implemented in the develop-
mental version of Gaussian using the spin-dependent
unitary group approach [38]. To quantify the dephas-
ing rate of charge migration, we estimate approximate
half-lives of the ensemble average spin density oscilla-
tions using a model Gaussian decay formula derived
in one of our previous work [19]. Since this formula
has been developed for a two-state model, we only
apply it to the cases where a single oscillation frequency
dominates.
III. Test case systems
A. Polyene chargemigration
We begin with an example where the ultimate target is a
very long flexible chain of identical chromophores such
as a polyene. Ionisation of a localised moiety, say a local
C=C bond, results in a state which is obviously not
an eigenstate of the cation and electron dynamics thus
becomes possible. As previously discussed, the cationic
eigenstates are completely delocalised and so there is a
priori no obvious coherent superposition of them that
might lead to oscillatory charge migration. Furthermore,
a state formed from a simple superposition of delocalised
states will not retain its diabatic identity over the spread
of the ZPE wave packet. We therefore build our localised
cationic states from the double bond KS NBO as dis-
cussed in Section II.
Consistent with the number of double bonds in the
chain, the active spaces in the current work are com-
posed of the three and five NBO in cases of hexatriene
and decapentaene, respectively (see Figure 1). Those
NBO span the full space of π system cationic eigen-
states for symmetric equilibrium geometries, and the
NBO-to-eigenstate transformation matrix obtained by
diagonalisation of the CASCI Hamiltonian is therefore
exact (see Tables 1 and 2). For the broken-symmetry
geometries, due to coupling of π- and σ -orbitals (canon-
ical), this is only true approximately, but it is still a
more robust approach than using canonical molecular
orbitals (CMO) to define the initial conditions of the elec-
tronic wave packet.We performed frozen-geometry elec-
tron dynamics calculations as well as Ehrenfest nuclear
dynamics for both hexatriene and decapentaene in the
full space of the resulting NBO-CSF (CASCI(5,3) and
CASCI(9,5), respectively). Both sets of calculations have
been initiated by ionising either the central (NBO-1)
or one of the distal (NBO-2 for hexatriene and NBO-
2 and 3 for decapentaene) orbitals. For both molecules,
we performed calculations for ensembles of 500 geome-
tries sampled according to the Wigner distribution. The
density functional theory SCF calculations followed by
the KS NBO evaluation and CASSCF core and virtual
orbitals relaxation have precluded every sampled geome-
try dynamics run.
We now discuss hexatriene dynamics. Figure 2 shows
the time evolution of spin density for the frozen equi-
librium geometry. Following ionisation from NBO-1, an
unpaired electron probability density is initially localised
on the central bond (equally partitioned by Mulliken
analysis to C3 and C4) but is rapidly propagating in
both directions up to the distal carbon atoms and back
(Figure 2(a)). Averaged over an ensemble, spin density
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Figure 1. Carbon atom numbering and NBO active spaces for (a) hexatriene and (b) decapentaene.
Figure 2. Snapshots of the spin density evolution following ionisation from (a) NBO-1 and (b) NBO-2 in the hexatriene molecule. Simu-
lation with ﬁxed nuclei, at the equilibrium geometry of the neutral species. Isovalue of 0.002 is used. Lightning bolt symbol designates
the ionisation site.
quickly delocalises along the chain due to the differ-
ences in the cationic eigenstate energy gaps for different
geometries and thus a wide distribution of oscillation
frequencies. This can be seen in Figure 3(a,b), depict-
ing time evolution of spin density at one of the cen-
tral double bond carbon atoms (C3) and one of the
distal carbon atoms (C1) (arbitrarily chosen as repre-
sentative sites of charge migration) for an ensemble of
fixed geometries. Starting from the identical spin den-
sity at time zero, the ensemble average rapidly dephases,
with the estimated half-life of 3.5 fs. Since NBO-1 only
contributes to eigenstates 1 and 3 (at least at the sym-
metric equilibrium geometry, see Table 1), the single
average oscillation frequency (with the period of ∼1 fs)
observed at both atoms is as expected. A slight re-
phasing of the average signal as seen at around 9 fs,
not expected for the two-eigenstate mixing case [19],
dephases again soon and could be attributed either to
an incomplete sampling of the vibrational wave packet
or to the fact that for the distorted geometries other
eigenstates can mix in (see Supplementary Material
for a longer time plot and convergence of the average
spin density oscillation with respect to the size of the
ensemble).
In an alternative setting, dynamics has been initialised
by ionising NBO-2. The resulting time evolution of
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Figure 3. Electron dynamics in hexatriene (with ﬁxed nuclei and sampling): Time evolution of partitioned spin density at C3 and C1 hex-
atriene atoms, following ionisation from the (a and b) NBO-1 and (c and d) NBO-2 for an ensemble of 500 ﬁxed geometries sampled from
the Wigner distribution. For atom labelling and NBO deﬁnition, see Figure 1. The side bars indicate the number of sampled trajectories
in each pixel of a histogram. Solid white lines indicate spin density averaged over the ensemble.
ensemble spin density at atoms C1 and C3 is shown
in Figure 3(c,d) (see also Figure 2(b) for the full spin
density evolution at the equilibrium geometry). The
oscillation period at C3 is approximately half that at C1,
and resembles the spin density oscillation at C1 when
NBO-1 is ionised (Figure 3b). The two observed fre-
quencies of spin density oscillation, detected at the two
carbon atoms, with one being roughly twice the other,
can be rationalised using the fact that NBO-2 spans
all three eigenstates (see Table 1), with the energy gap
between eigenstates 1 and 2 of ∼2 eV being roughly
equal to the energy gap between eigenstates 2 and 3
(both therefore contributing to a single slower oscilla-
tion frequency of ∼2 fs), each being roughly one half
of the energy gap between eigenstates 1 and 3 (produc-
ing therefore the twice faster oscillation frequency of
∼1 fs). Time-dependent electronic density can be writ-
ten in terms of state and transition densities (with the
expression being exact at a frozen nuclear geometry)
as follows [19]:
ρ(r, t) =
∑
i
|ci|2ρii(r) +
∑
i=j
2|ci||cj| cos(Eijt)ρij(r).
(9)
The specific oscillation patterns observed at different
atoms will depend on their contributions to the tran-
sition spin densities between different eigenstates and
their expansion coefficients: spin density at atom C3 will
change only with ρ13, while the other two transition
densities will interfere both constructively and destruc-
tively with ρ13 at alternations of approximately 1 fs, with
the complete revival of spin density at atomC1 achievable
at every 2 fs (see also Figure 4).
Time evolution of spin density at the same atoms
for an ensemble of classically moving nuclear geome-
tries (following Ehrenfest equation of motion) is shown
in Figure 5. With the overall trend of gradual dephas-
ing maintained, the averaged spin density oscillation is
observed for a longer time period as compared to the
fixed geometries calculations. While the estimated half-
life increases only slightly to 4.0 fs, we note that the
oscillation decay is not Gaussian anymore and thus the
model function cannot be fitted well enough for the suf-
ficiently long-time period. In fact, the oscillation does not
disappear completely within the shown simulated time
interval of 10 fs at bothC3 andC1 atomswhen the central
bond (NBO-1) is ionised (Figure 5(a,b)). One can fur-
ther notice a slight decrease of the oscillation frequency
with time. When electron dynamics is initiated by the
distal double bond (NBO-2) ionisation, averaged spin
density oscillation at C1 becomes somewhat less regular
in comparison with the fixed-geometry calculations and
dephases at a similar rate while coherence at C3 remains
higher (Figure 5(c,d)).
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Figure 4. Hexatriene: schematic representation of (a) natural molecular orbitals corresponding to the ﬁrst three CASCI(5,3) eigenstates
and (b) density oscillation contributions from each pair of the three CI states. Density at the central double bond (atoms C3 and C4)
changes only due to the transition density ρ13 (middle row) with the frequency deﬁned by the energy gap between states 1 and 3.
Figure 5. Electron dynamics in hexatriene (with moving nuclei and sampling): Time evolution of partitioned spin density at C3 and C1
hexatriene atoms, following ionisation from the (a and b) NBO-1 and (c and d) NBO-2 for an ensemble of 500 geometries sampled from
the Wigner distribution, moving classically. For atom labelling and NBO deﬁnition, see Figure 1. The side bars indicate the number of
sampled trajectories in each pixel of a histogram. Solid white lines indicate spin density averaged over the ensemble.
The increased half-life seen in simulations with
nuclearmotion can be explained by the trajectories evolv-
ing such that the distribution of geometries becomes nar-
rower, resulting in the distribution of energy differences
between states also becoming narrower than in the origi-
nal ZPE ensemble. In addition, there is a slight decrease in
the oscillation frequency, suggesting the now-narrowed
distribution of energy differences has also shifted to a
lower average value. These assumptions can be confirmed
by comparing the standard deviation and mean of the
initial energy gap distribution with that of the final distri-
bution. The standard deviation of the energy gap between
eigenstates 1 and 2 decreased from 0.22 to 0.18 eV, while
the mean decreased from 2.28 to 1.93 eV. Similarly, for
the energy gap between eigenstates 2 and 3, the stan-
dard deviation decreased from 0.17 to 0.14 eV and the
mean from 1.78 to 1.35 eV (see also Figure S3 in the
Supplementary Material). A slightly increased irregular-
ity of spin density oscillation at C1 when NBO-2 gets
ionised may occur due to the fact that the mean val-
ues of the energy gap distributions between the differ-
ent eigenstates change differently with time, altering the
interference pattern and resulting in additional peaks.
One should note that there is still more ‘structure’ in the
averaged signal in Figure 5(c) compared to Figure 3(c) at
a later time, indicating that dephasing is not complete.
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Figure 6. Snapshots of the spin density evolution following ionisation from (a) NBO-1, (b) NBO-2 and (c) NBO-3 in the decapentaene
molecule. Simulationwith ﬁxed nuclei at the equilibriumgeometry of the neutral species. Isovalue of 0.002 is used. Lightning bolt symbol
designates the ionisation site.
Figure 7. Electron dynamics in decapentaene (with ﬁxed nuclei and sampling): Time evolution of partitioned spin density at C5, C3 and
C1decapentaene atoms, following ionisation from the (a–c) NBO-1, (d–f) NBO-2 and (g–i) NBO-3 for an ensemble of 500 ﬁxed geometries
sampled from theWigner distribution. For atom labelling and NBO deﬁnition, see Figure 1. The side bars indicate the number of sampled
trajectories in each pixel of a histogram. Solid white lines indicate spin density averaged over the ensemble. Figure 6 can be useful to
understand the nature of spin density oscillations (see also discussion in text).
In a similar fashion to hexatriene, we performed elec-
tron and (electron-nuclear) Ehrenfest dynamics for the
500 sampled geometries of decapentaene, initialised by
ionisation of one of the three double bonds: C5–C6
(central, NBO-1), C3–C4 (NBO-2) or C1–C2 (distal,
NBO-3) (see Figure 1 for atom and NBO number-
ing and Figure 6 for the time evolution of spin den-
sity at the frozen equilibrium geometry). The result-
ing ensemble heat maps and averaged spin density time
evolution at the C5, C3 and C1 atoms are depicted in
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Figure 8. Electron dynamics in decapentaene (with moving nuclei and sampling): Time evolution of partitioned spin density at C5, C3
and C1 decapentaene atoms, following ionisation from (a–c) NBO-1, (d–f) NBO-2 and (g–i) NBO-3 for an ensemble of 500 geometries
sampled from the Wigner distribution, moving classically. For atom labelling and NBO deﬁnition, see Figure 1. The side bars indicate the
number of sampled trajectories in each pixel of a histogram. Solid white lines indicate spin density averaged over the ensemble.
Figures 7 and 8 for the fixed and moving nuclei cases,
respectively.
In a longer chain containing five chromophores,
charge migration exhibits a more complex pattern due
to a larger number of eigenstates contributing to the
electronic wave packet. Let us first discuss the frozen-
geometry case (Figure 7). When the central double bond
(NBO-1) is ionised, eigenstates 1, 3 and 5 get pop-
ulated (at least at the symmetric equilibrium geome-
try, see Table 2), amounting roughly to the two energy
gaps of 2.5 and 5 eV (with the smaller energy differ-
ence contributing twice), giving periods of oscillation of
roughly 1.6 and 0.8 fs. Since one period is approximately
twice the other, prior to dephasing, we expect to see a
full constructive interference at multiples of 1.6 fs and
only partially constructive interference at multiples of
0.8 fs. Indeed, larger peaks of spin density at C5 alternate
with smaller intermediate peaks at roughly the estimated
times (Figure 7(a)). Oscillation patterns at the C3 and C1
atoms are smoother (Figure 7(b,c)), with each plot vividly
reflecting only one of the oscillation frequencies. Having
fitted the average spin density oscillation at C3 to amodel
function, the dephasing half-life could be estimated to
be 3.6 fs. When other than the central double bond gets
ionised (see Figure 7(d–f) for NBO-2 and Figure 7(g–i)
for NBO-3 ionisation), more complex patterns can be
observed since up to five eigenstates now contribute to
the electronic wave packet (see Table 2), resulting in
more oscillation frequencies. One can assume that the
averaged spin density signals at C3 with NBO-1 being
ionised (Figure 7(b)) and atC5withNBO-2 being ionised
(Figure 7(e)) are expected to be the most representative
results to be potentially observed in the experiment for
an arbitrary-sized polyene due to being associated with
non-terminal atoms in a situation when a non-terminal
double bond is ionised (with the corresponding periods
of oscillation being apparently related to the energy spac-
ing between the lowest and highest-energy eigenstates
forming the wave packet).
With the nuclei moving, a similar effect can be
observed to that of hexatriene – spin density oscillations
are somewhat enhanced (with an estimated half-life of
4.1 fs) with the smaller ‘intermediate’ peaks borrowing
intensity from the larger ones, becoming more resolved,
but leading to an overall loss of order (see Figure 8). This
can be again attributed to the loss of fully constructive
and/or destructive interferences due to uneven shifts of
different energy gap distributions. Improved coherence
can most vividly be observed at C3 and C5 when NBO-1
andNBO-2 are ionised, respectively (Figure 8(b,e)). Here
the oscillation frequency is the highest already for the
frozen-geometry case, is related to the energy difference
between the lowest and highest energy eigenstates and
hence is affected to a lesser extent by nuclear movement.
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The amplitude of those oscillations is however rather low
and can be expected to become proportionally smaller
with the increase of the size of the molecule.
Overall, for the two polyenes studied here, we
have successfully used localised NBO to define initial
conditions for charge migration simulation over a ZPE
ensemble, providing unique spin density at time zero,
i.e. well-defined initial conditions. The average elec-
tron dynamics across the ZPE ensemble in decapen-
taene exhibited a similar dephasing rate to that in
hexatriene. However, signal amplitude tends to get
lower at the non-terminal atoms in a longer chain of
decapentaene (Figure 8(b,e)). One can thus expect to
detect experimentally an even weaker charge migra-
tion signal when ionising a longer chain of identical
chromophores. We further discover that for polyenes,
nuclear movement tangibly enhances charge migration
coherence.
B. Low-valence glycine chargemigration
Inspecting CMO of an arbitrary molecule taken at an
isolated nuclear geometry can lead to a suitable choice
of a superposition of eigenstates, which would trigger
electron dynamics. States that share significant contribu-
tions from the same set of configurations are potential
candidates to form a time-dependent wave packet. In a
simple case, two neighbouring eigenstates would have a
50/50 contribution each from the two configurations car-
rying a hole in one of the two orbitals (1h/1h mixing). A
wave packet composed of those two eigenstates will result
in a coherent charge migration between the two con-
tributing orbitals with the period of signal (hole survival
probability or spin density) oscillation being inversely
proportional to the interstate energy difference.
Among other work, Cooper and Averbukh have
described an example of such a low-valence shell charge
migration for a glycine molecule at the fixed equilib-
rium geometry [39] (conformer I according to Kuleff
and Cederbaum [40]). Using a single-reference time-
dependent ADC(2) electronic structure method, they
have shown that the two close-lying cationic excited
states are mainly composed of the two configura-
tions with single holes in CMO 11a′ and 12a′. They
defined the initial non-stationary state by removing
an electron from orbital 11a′ thereby populating both
eigenstates. The resulting two-state oscillatory dynam-
ics involved beatings between 11a′- and 12a′-ionised 1h
configurations [39].
However, such electron dynamics calculations are not
well defined if one allows for sampling the ZPE vibra-
tions. Specifically, glycine orbitals 11a′ and 12a′ have
a strong non-local character and are therefore prone
to significant deformations with the geometry distor-
tions. In addition, they can couple with other orbitals
following symmetry breaking. Thus, the eigenstates of
distorted geometries are not consistent with each other
(i.e. lose their initial composition in terms of CMO
configurations). Of course, we are just saying that the
superpositions of eigenstates built fromdelocalisedCMO
are far from being diabatic and are thus unsuitable
for Ehrenfest computations across the ZPE vibrational
sample.
As with polyenes, using NBO that diabatically follow
nuclear geometry distortions solves this problem. One
technical difficulty is that in multireference calculations
one has to resort to a limited subset of orbitals to define
an active space. For higher-valence shell calculations, it
is usually enough to define a small but complete subset
of NBO (e.g. two lone pairs for a higher-valence shell
hole-beating or three π-bonding orbitals for hexatriene)
that would span the full space of eigenstates involved in
charge migration. However, if one’s aim is to obtain a
realistic eigenstate decomposition of a wave packet that
would lead to an observable charge migration in a lower-
valence shell or across low- and high-valence shells (as
in the case of 1h/2h1p charge migration in glycine [41]),
one will usually need a much larger subset of NBO that
will span the eigenstate space sufficiently.
In an attempt to see if we can model the glycine
low-valence 1h/1h charge migration problem described
above, we found a subset of 8 KS NBO (shown in
Figure 9) to form a representative active space. Intuitive
criteria for selection would be to match the CASCI(15,8)
eigenstate natural orbitals (NO), obtained at the equilib-
rium geometry by diagonalising the excited states one-
electron density matrices, to the linear combination of
the relevant reference SCF CMO from [39]. A more
appropriate and unbiasedway to assign eigenstates would
be by comparing their eigenenergies to the second-order
Figure 9. Atom numbering and NBO constituting active space for glycine CASCI calculations at the equilibrium geometry.
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ionisation energies from the contributing SCFCMO. The
latter were obtainedwith theOuterValenceGreens Func-
tion (OVGF) method, and while the energies matched
very well for the lower values, the error grows very fast
for higher energies. Therefore, a visual comparison of
CASCI NO to contributing SCF CMO (see Supplemen-
tary Material) was still deemed necessary and together
with the OVGF energies provided an unbiased assign-
ment of all the cationic eigenstates to the underlying
SCF CMO. One should note that while being assigned to
ionisation from a single SCF orbital (according to Koop-
mans theorem), the OVGF ionisation energies account
for correlation up to second order, and therefore allow
for the 11a′/12a′ configurations mixing in the cationic
eigenstates.
Table 3 shows the CASCI(15,8) eigenstate decomposi-
tion (transformation matrix) in terms of the NBO basis
(columns) and their assignments based on theNO shapes
and OVGF results.
Clearly, none of the NBO contributes exclusively to
eigenstates 3 and 4 (mixing 11a′ and 12a′ 1h configu-
rations), spanning other eigenstates to various degrees.
Thus, one would not be able to reproduce the Averbukh
Figure 10. Snapshots of the spin density evolution following ion-
isation of NBO-3 in glycinemolecule. Simulationwith ﬁxed nuclei,
at the equilibrium geometry of the neutral species. Isovalue of
0.02 is used. Lightning bolt symbol designates the ionisation site.
et al. results initialised by ionisation of a single diabatic
orbital, as other eigenstates would mix in. In principle,
one could try to use a linear combination of NBO, but
this would inevitably lead to non-unique initial condi-
tions across an ensemble, similar to using CMO. How-
ever, ionisation from a suitable single NBO spanning
two or more eigenstates would still lead to an observ-
able (but different in its nature as compared to the
results by Averbukh et al.) low-valence charge migra-
tion (i.e. charge migration between two or more bonding
orbitals).
An obvious choice was to design charge migration
between the two adjacentC–Obonds. The corresponding
bonding orbitals are represented by NBO-1 and NBO-3
which, according to Table 3, largely contribute both to
eigenstates 6a′ and 7a′ and therefore were expected to
generate charge migration when ionised. We decided to
initiate electron dynamics by ionising NBO-3.
Let us consider the fixed equilibrium geometry first.
The spin density evolution at the heavy atoms from
Figure 11. Electron dynamics in glycine (with ﬁxed nuclei): Time
evolution of (a) partitioned spin densities at the glycine carboxyl
group heavy atoms, and (b) CSF populations, following ionisation
from NBO-3. For atom labelling and NBO deﬁnition, see Figure 9.
Simulation performed at the equilibrium geometry of the neutral
species with the nuclei being ﬁxed.
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Figure 12. Electron dynamics in glycine (with ﬁxed and moving nuclei and sampling): Time evolution of partitioned spin density at O8
and O9 glycine atoms, following ionisation from NBO-3 for an ensemble of 403 geometries sampled from the Wigner distribution with
the nuclei (a and b) staying ﬁxed or (c and d)moving classically. For atom labelling andNBOdeﬁnition, see Figure 9. The side bars indicate
the number of sampled trajectories in each pixel of a histogram. Solid white lines indicate spin density averaged over the ensemble.
the carboxyl group resulting from ionisation of NBO-3
(C7–O8 bond) is given in Figure 10 and Figure 11(a). A
regular beating between the carbonyl (O8) and hydroxyl
(O9) oxygen atoms is observed, while the value of spin
density partitioned at the carbon atom (C7) oscillates
only slightly and remains low at all times. The corre-
sponding evolution of the NBO-CSF(1–3) populations is
shown in Figure 11(b). Oscillation of NBO-CSF(3) pop-
ulation directly correlates with the spin density evolution
at O8, while NBO-CSF(1–2) populations correspond to
the O9 spin density, as expected. The NBO-CSF(5,7) also
get mixed in, contributing to spin densities of the two
oxygen atoms (we omit plotting themhere for clarity, pro-
viding corresponding data in Supplementary Material).
One should note that due to the fact that a given NBO
contributes to the whole set of eigenstates, the resulting
signal gets very noisy.
Now let us consider the moving nuclei case. The
Ehrenfest dynamics proved to be harder to converge than
in the polyene case and nearly one fifth of the sampled
trajectories failed due to integration error or developed
poor energy conservation (with error >0.001 Hartree).
This was mainly associated with extreme elongation of
the C7–O9 and O9–H10 bonds as well as development
of a very acute C7–O9–H10 angle in some of the trajec-
tories. We thus present here the NBO-3 results for the
403 successful trajectories out of the trial 500 (which is
the common sampling size being usually enough to reach
convergence of the ensemble average spin density). A
more stable propagator may be considered in future for
better convergence.
Time evolution of spin density at O8 and O9 for
an ensemble of 403 fixed geometries is shown in
Figure 12(a,b). The average signals at both atoms dephase
relatively fast (with the estimated half-life of 1.4 fs)
giving, however, three pronounced oscillation periods
before the nearly total delocalisation of spin density over
the atoms constituting carboxyl group, predominantly
O8 and O9. Results for the converged 403 Ehrenfest
trajectories are shown in Figure 12(c,d). Staying very
similar to the frozen-geometry case, the average spin den-
sity signal is more coherent, with the estimated half-life
of 1.7 fs.
We have therefore demonstrated the use of localised
orbitals in designing observable low-valence charge
migration in glycine, allowing us to enforce unique ini-
tial conditions over a ZPE ensemble. As in the case
of π system charge migration in polyenes, we notice
an improvement in spin density coherence when allow-
ing nuclei to move. Our results however suggest that
ionisation leading to charge migration between chem-
ical bonds may result in bond dissociation, which can
in its turn lead to the further signal loss within the
first 10 fs.
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IV. Discussion and conclusions
In this work, we demonstrate that charge migration
can be ‘engineered’ in arbitrary molecular systems if a
single localised orbital that diabatically follows nuclear
displacements is ionised. By using charge localised dia-
batic states (here composed of configurations built from
NBO), unique initial conditions reflected by the same
spin density distribution can be obtained across a ZPE
ensemble (i.e. mimicking a ground state vibrational
wave packet). This localised state is a superposition of
cationic states and the weights of the eigenstates can
be computed by CASCI in the basis of localised (NBO)
states.
One may ‘reverse engineer’ a pulse that would lead
to the charge migration presented here. One can make
use of the computed weights to obtain a ‘stick’ profile
of a model pulse at the ionisation frequencies by using
Equation (3) and then fit the obtained profile to a smooth
function such as the one in Equation (4). Such reverse
engineering of a specific pulse and its experimental reali-
sation was beyond the scope of the current work, but the
authors hope that it can be done in future.
This approach is to be contrasted with the strategy
whereby one takes an experimentally generated attosec-
ond pulse and uses it to computationally construct
the initial electronic wave packet in order to start the
electronic (and optionally coupled nuclear) dynamics
(i.e. using Equation (2)). Lara-Astiaso et al. have for
example adopted the latter approach in the two recent
papers, where an experimental XUV pulse shape is used
to explicitly construct the initial wave packet to be prop-
agated both for bound states and in the continuum
[9,25].
We presented three molecular test systems: two
polyenes and glycine. For such systems, the high flexi-
bility of the carbon backbone would cause the canon-
ical valence orbitals to vary greatly across the ZPE
distribution. In both cases, we study the effect of the
vibrational wave packet width on the charge migration
signal dephasing both with and without moving nuclei.
In the first case, slower dephasing has been observed
for both polyenes and glycine, suggesting the evolution
of an ensemble into a narrower distribution of cationic
excited state energy differences. For low-valence charge
migration in glycine, eventual bond dissociation has been
predicted.
In this work, we used a semi-classical representa-
tion of the moving nuclei via ZPE ensembles of inde-
pendent trajectories and observed relatively long-lived
electronic coherences. Ideally, this should be described
in a fully quantum manner i.e. by propagating nuclear
wave packets [42,43]. However, in our recent paper
[23], full quantum dynamic treatment of nuclear motion
in polyatomic cations lead to a similar rate of elec-
tronic decoherence as compared to the earlier ensemble-
based Ehrenfest calculations, except that the nuclear
wave packet overlap was in fact found to be responsi-
ble for small revivals of coherence. Instead, the main
mechanism for decoherence was found to be dephas-
ing, which is exactly what we take into account by
using ensembles of independent trajectories. In a recent
paper by Arnold et al. [24], where nuclear motion
has also been treated quantum mechanically, the elec-
tronic coherence was somewhat shorter (not more
than 2 fs for polyatomic molecules). Such seeming dis-
crepancies are intriguing and would require further
investigation. One should note, however, that different
molecules were studied in those two papers (also dif-
ferent from the current work), while decoherence time
can be expected to be very molecule-specific. Also,
the initial conditions in both papers have been cho-
sen in an ad hoc intuitive fashion, which may have
affected the results of fully quantum dynamic calcula-
tions, since one of the main ideas of the current work is
that the initial conditions may be crucial for electronic
coherence.
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